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Professor, his New England wife, my patient New Yorker
who hates New York, and myself, all sardined inside.
§
. . . That touch of Africa. ... I wish it had not so im-
mediately greeted us. I am always a little depressed when
I see negroes ; they spoil even The South for me, with their
constant presence, I hate to be reminded of Africa, that
mournful continent, protected by an avenging Nemesis
that cannot keep her from being despoiled but always
pursues her despoilers with dire persecutions and disasters.
. . . Do you know what caused the Civil War, the late
war, the Punic Wars that for generations ravaged Rome?
. . . Spoliations of Africa. And the next war? Every time
I think of that continent a shiver goes down my spine —
a goose walking over my grave. The taxi slithers down
Seventh Avenue.
§
. . . Why do furriers always hang, in boom-times or during
crises, in knots, in bunches, in assemblies at the corner of
all Seventh Avenue Streets from the Pennsylvania down to
Twenty-Third? They were there when we went away;
they are there still. Chattering, gesticulating, waving arms
abroad, gnashing teeth, hat brims pushing red ears forward.
A few, motionless, thrust hands deep into trouser pockets,
their heads hanging dejected. A few strikingly blond;
mostly very dark or rufous. Wallachians, Croats, Ruthenians,
Poles, White Russians, Hungarians. . . . Does their work
do itself, manlike machines, functioning passionlessly, till
the final, master's touch is needed? ... I don't suppose
so* ... You hear from every group : "Put 'em up ergenster
wall. . , . All the schwein employers."
. . . We swing between canyons of furriers into Sixth Avenue
. , . Peire Vidal was a furrier's son and Peire Vidal was
the greatest of the Troubadours, over there in the sunlight
of the Narbonnais. I wonder if men in these crowds can

